
Reads data from the
Top 10 automation
and SCADA vendors

The PI System scales from

one server

to hundreds of
interconnected

servers

One large customer
operates over 200 PI Servers

Leverages all
common automation
standards

Reads data from
thousands of systems and
assets out of the box

with local OSIsoft
support offices

SCALABLE

UNIVERSAL

SUPPORTED

PERPETUAL

9 out of 10 of our
first customers
are still with us
after 30 years

You can trust the
PI System infrastructure.

Our customer base
demonstrates this.

The PI System will perform
for whatever size job

you have for it.

Avoid long integration
projects. The PI System

can already connect you to
your operational data.

Wherever you are,
OSIsoft support will

be there for you.

Data is never averaged
or off-loaded after a period

of time, and always available
at the original fidelity.

1,015 customer-led
presentations and
case studies

PI System installed in
125+ countries

1,   15

PROVEN
12,000+

sites deployed across
diverse industries

One customer monitors
532 measurement stations

each with 40 data streams...

all in real-time, all with

Big and Fast

Many ways to get data out

at 60 samples
per second...

spread over
 3.1 million km2

and 10 US states...

Specialized applications from
200+ OSIsoft partners

User tools for spreadsheets, dashboards,
mobile, and more out of the box

9
languages
supported

91% of support calls
resolved by the

first person to answer

28% of OSIsoft staff is
dedicated to supporting you

1 million+ views on
YouTube learning channel

1994
Netscape Navigator

released
Y2K

20 years

1 day

2007
Global Financial

crisis

x532

1 PI System

16
countries

You can access today’s
operational data for decades

in the PI System.

700+ customers operate
only a single PI Server

Many ways
to get data

in

IGPIEN-032415

One customer’s
recording started

in 1993
Our first customers migrated 
their data records from HP to 
VAX to UNIX to Microsoft and
all versions in between.

Customers have a
migration path
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